Abstract: Classical molecular dynamics methods were used to analyze the importance of 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) pairing with other DNA bases in order to determine the impact of oxidative guanine lesions on DNA structure. Six lesioned molecules, each containing 8-oxoG mispaired with one of the four normal bases on the the opposite strand at the center of 40-mer DNA, and one non-damaged DNA molecule, were simulated for 2 nanoseconds of real time. The 8-oxoG lesioned bases were found to incorporate opposite all normal bases. There are observed conformational and energetical differences among these parings. 8-oxoG in anti-form creates firm hydrogen bonds with cytosine and this bonding has a strong attractive electrostatic interaction energy similar to that of a native base pair-guanine to cytosine. Meanwhile, it does not form a stable base pair with purine bases (adenine and guanine) nor with the pyrimidine base thymine. On the other hand, the 8-oxoG in syn-form was found to pair with adenine.
Introduction
Considerable interest has arisen in recent years concerning the production and consequences of oxidative DNA damage since living organisms are constantly exposed to oxidative stress from environmental agents and from endogenous metabolic processes. Oxidants with free-radical character are one of the known instigators of DNA damage. The most significant consequences of oxidative stress are various forms of DNA modifications which can result in mutations and in other types of genomic instability. Other damage-producing agents include certain activated antibiotic metal complexes, redox-active metalloenzymes, oxygen metabolites, and ionizing radiation.
Purine bases in DNA undergo oxidation of the ring atoms leading to various chemical modifications. Most notably, the highly mutagenic guanine residue 7,8-dihydro-8-oxo-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG) is formed in large quantities [1] . This commonly formed DNA lesion has been described as a major mutagenic oxidative lesion since it misdirects polymerases to incorporate adenine (A) opposite 8-oxoG in syn-form and gives rise to guanine (G) → thymine (T) transversions in vivo [2] [3] [4] [5] . The G to T transversion is the main mutation observed in DNA treated with O 2 [6] .
8-oxoG has a potential to pair not only with cytosine (C), but also with other bases-A, T, and G. A possible physico-chemical mechanism for 8-oxoG mispairing is based on the electronic properties arising from the changed conformation of guanine altered by the oxidation of purine's carbon C8 [7] . The most probable associations facilitated by this alteration during DNA replication are 8-oxoG:A and 8-oxoG:C base pairings. The 8-oxoG:C pair is formed when the lesion is produced in a double-strand break after an oxidative stress induced in cells (e.g. by ionizing radiation), or by incorporation of the oxidized deoxyguanosine triphosphate (dGTP) during DNA replication. 8-oxoG:A is formed during DNA replication by insertion of A opposite to 8-oxoG or by incorporation of oxidized dGTP opposite to A. Several DNA polymerases, for example Sulfobulus solfataricus (Sso) P2 DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) exclusively incorporate oxidized dGTP opposite template A, and the incoming oxidized dGTP pairs with A in syn-conformation. This incorporated 8-oxoG may pair with C in the next round of replication and in this way induce T:A → G:C transversion mutation [8] .
DNA containing an 8-oxoG lesion in a cell may be repaired by a variety of repair enzymes. For example, Escherichia coli formamidopyrimidine DNA glycosylase (Fpg), MutY DNA glycosylase, endonuclease VIII, and endonuclease III are oxidative base excision repair DNA glycosylases that removeoxidized bases from DNA, or remove an incorrect base paired with an oxidized base as in the case of MutY [9] . These enzymes remove the damaged or incorrect base, leaving the abasic site, which is next excised by an endonuclease, and the gap thus formed is finally processed by polymerase and ligase. The eukaryotic counterpart of Fpg is OGG1 (oxoguanine glycosylase 1) which excises 8-oxoG in yeast, and the human homolog (hOGG1) of the yeast gene has also been cloned (e.g. [10] ). The presence of an 8-oxoG lesion and/or its mispairing with other DNA bases, 8-oxoG:A, C, G, T is an antecedent of the enzymatic repair process, and repair efficiency remarkably varies depending on those mispaired bases [11] . It is hypothesized that a particular enzyme recognizes the specific conformation and electronic properties in each particular base pair. For example the 8-oxoG in syn-form misincorporates with adenine if 8-oxoG is not removed by the respective DNA glycosylase (OGG1 or Fpg) prior to replication. In vitro experiments have revealed that misincorporation is dependent on the kind of polymerases involved [6, 12] . If 8-oxoG is misincorporated with purine bases A or G, these bases are subsequently recognized and excised by MutY [13, 14] .
In this work, the molecular structures of 8-oxoG lesioned DNA 40-mers were studied in dynamical mode by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in a time scale up to 2 nanoseconds (ns). The pairing of 8-oxoG was analyzed in duplex DNA containing 8-oxoG residues opposite each of four regular DNA bases. The purpose of this analysis is to identify the significant structural changes prior to recognition by repair enzymes which may facilitate the onset of entire repair process.
Method
To study the time-dependent structural evolution of 8-oxoG lesioned DNA, the MD simulations of 40-mer oligonucleotides shown in Table 1 were performed during 2 ns. Since 8-oxoG in syn-form can create Hoogsteen pairs with purine bases A and G, and 8-oxoG in anti-form creates regular Watson-Crick pairs with cytosine, the molecule was prepared in both conformations, 8-oxoG anti and 8-oxoG syn , denoted in Table 1 as (X a ) and (X s ), respectively. (G:C-non damaged base pair; complementary bases to Xa and X S are denoted using capital letters)
Molecular dynamics protocol
For the MD simulation, the San Francisco Program of Applications for the Simulation of Molecular Systems AMBER 7.0 was used [15] . The NUCGEN module of the AMBER 7.0 software package was used to prepare the non-damaged sequence of 40-mer DNA. The simulated molecules were subjected to several hundred picoseconds (ps) up to a maximum of 2 ns of MD simulation under a molecular dynamics protocol consisting of the following sequential steps: (1) Preparation of solute molecule(s): Solute molecules were DNA segments having certain parts replaced by 8-oxoG. The structural and chemical parameters of the lesion were defined prior to insertion of the modified part into the solute molecule. The structures of modified solute molecules were then optimized in order to achieve stable molecular configurations with minimal potential energy. (2) Neutralization of the negative charges of DNA phosphates by adding sodium counterions, Na + . (3) Soaking of the solute molecules in a rectangular parallelepiped box filled with a periodic box of 216 TIP3P water molecules (WATBOX216) to apply periodic boundary condition to each simulated box, resulting that each system consisted of around 57,000 atoms in total. (4) Minimization of the potential energy of the system, freezing coordinates of atoms in a solute molecule and counterions for 1,000 steps and then releasing restraints on frozen atoms during a further 5,000 steps. (5) Heating up to the required temperature (310K) during 10 ps. (6) Stabilization of the density of the system during 10 ps of constant pressure MD runs. (7) Production molecular dynamics with constant volume up to 2,000 ps (2 ns).
The time step for calculations was 1 femtosecond (fs), and coordinates and energies of each atom were stored every picosecond for further analysis. During the MD simulation, the movement of counterions was restricted to within 5Å from the surface of the DNA molecule in order to satisfy conditions close to those in a natural DNA environment.
The productive MD simulation was performed by the module SANDER in AMBER 7.0 code on the Fujitsu parallel computer PRIMEPOWER at JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy Agency). Because SANDER requires a long calculating time for completing a simulation, the parallel version of this module that is coded by MPI (Message Passing Interface) [http://www.mpi-forum.org/] was prepared based on the original code in the AMBER 7.0 package and modified in order to speed up the calculation and to match the execution environment. The PRIMEPOWER computer at JAEA has 4 SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessing) nodes each with 128 CPUs of 3.9 G Flops and a total of 250 GB of memory per node. The network within the nodes is of DTU (Data Transfer Unit) type with a maximum speed of 4 GB/s × 2. The optimal number of CPUs when running the parallel MPI version of SANDER was found to equal 32 [16] , because the speed-up is only marginal when the number of CPUs is increased further, and because the scaling properties are also slightly dependent on the type of simulated system. The main bottleneck in our system might come from an imbalance of the speeds on CPU-to-CPU communications, which is a major problem for most MPI coded programs, mainly caused by slow crosscommunication among nodes due to the data transfer technique applied in the network connecting them with each other, even if the communication within the node is fast, which is usually done by memory-copying.
Parameters of 8-oxoG molecule
The 8-oxoG molecule was created from the standard guanosine monophosphate molecule by replacing the hydrogen atom bonded to carbon C8 by oxygen O8, transforming the double bond C8-N7 into a single bond with subsequent hybridization of nitrogen N7. Naturally, after these changes there arises a need to determine atomic charges for the new atoms as well as for the rest of the molecule affected by this change. Atomic charge parameters are of special importance due to their supposed role in the recognition process. Thus, special attention was paid to their correct determination. They were obtained in two steps. At first, a quantum mechanical approach was used employing the Hartree-Fock 6-31(d) level within Gaussian03 software [17] . In order for the ESP charges to be fully consistent with the AMBER 7.0 force field, it is necessary to process them further. In the second step, this was accomplished by the RESP module of the AMBER 7.0 package which fits the quantum mechanically calculated electrostatic potential at molecular surfaces using an atom-centered point charge model. Atomic charges calculated by this procedure together with the basic geometry conformation of the 8-oxoG molecule are shown in Figure 1 . The charges were computed for the anti-form and used for the syn-form as well. 
Results and discussion
For the evaluation of structural changes and DNA molecule stability, the total root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d.) were calculated. The total r.m.s.d. value represents an average deviation of all heavy atoms composing a molecule from the initial position and thus is an index of the stability of the simulated system after preparatory steps. The total r.m.s.d. of 7 DNA molecules, 6 damaged and 1 non-damaged, sharply increased during the first 100 ps and then remained oscillating around their respective average values after 500 ps of simulated time (Figure 2) . The oscillations around average total r.m.s.d. values suggest that all simulated molecules reached stable conditions after 500 ps. In order to investigate the local movement of each lesioned base pair, relative r.m.s.d. values of residues were examined for 8-oxoG and its complementary base on damaged DNA (Figures 3b-g ), and the G and the opposite C on the non-damaged DNA (Figure 3a) ). Figures. 3c, 3f) . The r.m.s.d. values were less synchronized when 8-oxoG was in the anti-conformation-8-oxoG anti :A and 8-oxoG anti :G (Figures. 3b, 3e) . Stable hydrogen bonds between two purine bases are difficult to form if these bases are both in anti-form, suggesting that there is not enough space between strands of duplex DNA (Figures 5a, 5c ). In the case of 8-oxoG anti incorporated with G, no stable hydrogen bond was observed (8-oxoG anti :G in Figure 4e) , and one of the bases on the strand opposite 8-oxoG was flipped out from the double helix after 2 ns of simulated time (black arrow on Figure 5c ). As for 8-oxoG anti incorporating with A, another hydrogen bond was formed between the hydrogen in 8-oxoG and the oxygen O4 ' of the DNA pentose ( 2 in Figure 4b) , likely causing the A opposite 8-oxoG anti to be thrust out from the double helix (black arrow on Figure 5a ). Unlike the conformational change of 8-oxoG from anti-to syn-observed in the work of Cheng et al. [18] , no autonomous change was observed in our study. This can be partly explained by the fact that 2 ns of simulated time is short in order to detect such a significant conformational change in a DNA 40-mer (in the work of Cheng et al. the studied DNA segments were 13-mers). On the other hand, when 8-oxoG was in a syn-conformation, stable hydrogen bonds were formed between purine bases during the simulation time (8-oxoG syn :A and 8-oxoG syn :G in Figures 4c, 4f and Figures 5b, 5d) , as well as in the case of a purine base incorporated with a pyrimidine base (8-oxoG anti :C and 8-oxoG anti :T in Figures 4d, 4g) . The position and structure of hydrogen bonds between 8-oxoG anti and C were found to be similar to those of the G:C pairing (Figures 4d, 4a) . During 2 ns of simulation time, the length of hydrogen bonds in the other base pairs varied and bonds were occasionally broken and re-established. The bond lengths of bonds 2 and 3 in the 8-oxoG anti :C base pair ( Figure 4d) were stable, suggesting that 8-oxoG anti forms a stable pair with C, which is not different from the non-damaged G:C pair.
Since the electrostatic attraction and polarization effects account for most of the binding energies, particularly in G:C pairs, analysis of electrostatic energy was performed. It has also been shown that hydrogen bonds are controlled by electrostatic interaction between unperturbed proton donor and proton acceptor (e.g. [19, 20] ). Our analysis shows that the average electrostatic interaction energy between 8-oxoG anti and C has the same value as the one between G and C in the non-damaged DNA, while the electrostatic energy value of the other base pairs is higher (i.e., less attractive), indicating that these pairs are less stable ( Figure 6 ). Furthermore, it can be seen that the energy of the 8-oxoG syn :A pair is the least attractive among the other pairings, and thus there arises a question regarding the stability of this pair. This pair is formed in DNA replication and is a predecessor of G to T transversions, as was mentioned in the Introduction. Since the 8-oxoG syn :A pair is less stable than a regular G:C pair, it can be speculated that a site where there is unstable hydrogen bond pairing may be more susceptible to becoming a replication origin. In general, DNA replication begins at sites that are characterized by weaker hydrogen bond pairing, e.g. AT rich DNA segments [21] . Replications at DNA segments containing a 8-oxoG syn :A pair may further lead to G:C → T:A transversion mutation. These suggestions require further studies on multiple oxidative damage in GC rich DNA segments, and involving an enzyme helicase, which breaks the hydrogen bonds holding both strands together.
Conclusions
In this study, it was shown that an 8-oxoG lesioned base can be incorporated (or paired) with all regular bases-A, T, G, C. The 8-oxoG in anti-form pairs with C similar to a regular G:C pair, and it does not form stable pairs with purine bases A and G, nor with the pyrimidine base T. The stability of the 8-oxoG anti :C pair is also enhanced by a hydrogen bonds network that is similar to the one in a regular G:C pair.
The analysis of electrostatic interaction energy values for each pair suggests that the 8-oxoG syn :A pair is the least stable among the other base pairings.
In order to distinguish a damaged site from a native base pair, repair enzymes processing oxidative damages on the DNA may also recognize specific molecular conformations and specific values of electrostatic interaction energy. This work motivates further theoretical studies on the recognition and repair process of oxidative DNA damage.
